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Advanage 20x reviews

And then I hang my head in shame, admitting that I bought a bottle of Advanage 20x Citrus Cleaner from a salesman who came knocking on my door today – a bottle that costs about five times what I would normally have paid for the regular cleaner in Walmart. I didn't stand a chance, really. Unlike in
Malaysia, where sellers are not trained in NLP (Natural Language Processing), American vendors, it seems, are highly trained in using NLP persuasion and technology influence. Apparently if you don't have skills and knowledge (NLP), your interaction with sales people is like the interaction between an
elementary school student and a special forces soldier intent on stealing the student's candy. You don't stand a chance (comment by Anonymous on Jess Riley's account of her Advanage experience) I didn't stand a chance. The young black gentlemen who came to my door were definitely a master of
NLP persuasion. A guru, probably. He had a bag full of bottles of wonder-cleaning product that he claimed could clean anything and yet was biodegradable and non-toxic. He marked up a white cloth with a permanent marker and made me witness that the ink magically disappears when applying
Advanage wonder cleaner dilution. He even drank some of that to show me how safe it was! He had jokes, high-fives, and a feel-good story about how my purchase would help fund his senior year at St. Augustine College. You help a young guy like me, sell soap, not dope The ones of you who know me,
well, you know I'm a softy. It's just me. At the time, I was basically just trying to find a way to help the guy. I examined the label on the bottle and the words non-toxic and biodegradable and no phosphates meant I could actually use it. I asked him how many he had sold today. He told Two, and told me that
his goal for today is 20, and if he scored 20, he'd be about to get his senior year of college paid for. You invest in me, in my future I asked him how many doors he had knocked on today. 23, he said. And he'd only sold two? Yes, but the two were the ones who were home and who had opened the door.
Oh. It's like, a 100% conversion rate. I told you he was a well-educated NLP guru. (Watch Kenny Brook's sales pitch to get an idea of what I was up against). I depart My years in Malaysia have made me adept at avoiding salesmen. I pretend I'm not home (if it's a door-to-door salesman). All houses have
fences and gates to keep vendors and other unwanted in check. I pretend I didn't see the seller, or look away unegennytligt – I've had plenty of practice doing this, thanks to the crippled beggars found scraping along the roads of every pasar malam. Here in the United States, there are it seems, no fences
or gates. The odd fence is usually just Decoration. Unfortunately, the lack of fences means I'm defenseless against door-to-door door-to-door This typical rural home has no fences. The three small fences are decorative and add to the braking appeal. Back to history I balked when he told me the cheapest
he had was $39 for a bottle as cleaner. He gets 8%, and 15% goes to St. Augustine for his school tuition (employee matching of sorts I guess) and the rest goes to the company. I said I'd rather just give him $10! Well, I don't have to tell you what the end was. Forty bucks. It works great. David Anderton,
your friendly traveling Advanage salesman xo Gracie p.s. It would be great if you could click on any ad here – my sponsors give me a few cents per click. Thanks for supporting my blog! And DAVE ANDERTON if you read this, you had better click on an ad! The real ADVANAGE the Wonder Cleaner is
available in quartz and gallon and comes in four ADVANAGE 20X renditions... Citrus, Green Apple, Lavender, and Unscented Ready. This product is the authentic ADVANAGE 20X. It is the finest versatile cleaner in the nation. Citrus has a sharp, invigorating scent. With minimal effort the emulsified oils,
dirt, and fat leaves a refreshingly clean scent. ADVANAGE 20X products are ultra-concentrated, biodegradable, non-toxic, phosphate-free and safe around children and animals. All ADVANAGE products are available for purchase online at www.advanage20x.com or by phone by calling 877.588.8391.
September 10, 2018 by GBN1 Close Top Categories: All-Purpose Cleaners 4.2 5 Average Adjusted Rating 490 Reviews 7 Products Analyzed 526 Reviews Analyzed (10) (8) (1) (1) Buy &amp; Review Price - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is Our Newest
Formula! for your favorite. Here you will find reasonable product details. Another alternative for your online shopping. Product detail BEWARE FOR KNOCK-OFFS and UNAUTHORIZED SELLERS! BUY DIRECTLY FROM MANUFACTURERS! Free Spray Bottle &amp; Combo Nylon/Wire Scrub Brush
when purchased from Manufacturer. Ultra Concentrated Formulation - 1 Quart can make 20+ Quarts. Multi-Purpose Cleaner - Hundreds of Uses! Safe Around Children and Animals (Meets PETA standards). Environmentally friendly: No phosphates, non-toxic, readily biodegradable, only green raw
materials used. Thank you to everyone came to visit our website for product - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!and you can shop - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!
buy go to store Check and get the low price of - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!. Compare prices and find a very good deal at - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - ManufacturerS Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!,
lucky foy you shop is the biggest place to shop around for - ADVANAGE 20X Cleaner Cleaner - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!. - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula! Right now you are considering - ADVANAGE 20X
Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula! of the popular brand and low cost on our secure website, where possible, we have written a comprehensive review to save from reading through all these reviews. Looking for - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner
Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!?. Yes, if you are searching for information about - ADVANAGE 20X Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula!, you are going to the right place. You can review information about - ADVANAGE 20X
Multi-Purpose Cleaner Lavender - Manufacturer Direct - 20X is our newest Formula! go to store © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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